CHAPTER V
SHANNA
The land of foes, the land of fear!
—zayid.
the well of Shanna, situated though it is at the meeting of all
the southern tracks, dates back only to the season of 1929-30
when for two reasons a large body of the Ghafran Murra
found themselves foregathered in the neighbourhood with
their tents and their cattle.   The northern pastures of the
Hasa, whither this section of the tribe is wont to betake itself
in the winter months after its customary summer sojourn in
the heart of Al Rimal, had become uncomfortable by reason
of the alarums and excursions of Faisal al Duwish, who had
raised the more fanatical and unreasoning elements of the
Ikhwan in rebellion against their liege-lord the Wahhabi
King.   Loyal and peaceful tribes had thus become liable to
attack by the fanatics, while on the other hand their assumed
loyalty was liable at any moment to bring down on them an
unwelcome invitation to take up arms in the Government's
cause against their erring brethren of the faith.   A discreet
distance from the scene of action had thus become an obvious
desideratum during the early autumn of 1929 and the Murra
had the advantage of the vast expanse of the Rub' al Khali
wherein to choose a safe retreat till the storm should end or
abate. That advantage was however somewhat circumscribed
by pastoral conditions, and it was only in the Shanna neigh-
bourhood that rains had been sufficiently recent and abun-
dant to offer favourable pastures for the Ghafran camels. The
supreme drawback of the district lay in the disagreeable
salinity of its numerous scattered wells, from which a large
part of the tract has derived the name of Al Khiran1; and it
was this disadvantage, of more moment to the men and
1 Phral of Khaur (Kkor), meaning' marine estuary,5—cf. Khor 'Abdullah
near Basra—or simply * salt water.'
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